THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL MARSA
Final Exams 2017-2018

GRADE 5
ENGLISH LISTENING COMPREHENSION
PROCEDURE FOR TASK 1
Look at Task One

(Allow 15 seconds pause while students familiarise themselves with the page.)
Listen carefully. You will listen to the passage twice.
This is a news report from the CBBC website.

Special Football Match
You've probably heard of Usain Bolt - he's the fastest man on the planet! But he also wants to be the quickest
on the football pitch too. Although the Jamaican sprinter retired from running last year he now wants to play
football. He's finally had a chance to show what he can do at the charity game Soccer Aid at Old Trafford, in
Manchester. Bolt won man of the match and even scored a penalty. And the number on the back of his shirt?
9.58 of course (that's the World Record time he set for the 100 metres sprint - 9.58 seconds!). The game was
between England and Bolt's team called the 'World XI' made up of players from all over the world. It ended 33 so it went down to penalties, which England won. Other celebrities played too, including Olly Murs, Robbie
Williams and Mo Farah.

Life on Mars?
Nasa says it's found new evidence which suggests Mars could have supported ancient life. The Curiosity Rover
- which is a robot that Nasa has sent to explore Mars - has discovered three different types of organic
compounds. The compounds were found after Curiosity dug just five centimetres down into 3-billion-year-old
rock on an ancient lake bed. It's also found a source of a gas called methane. This isn't the first time the gas
has been found on Mars but it's definitely interesting because here on Earth, 95% of it comes from living
things. Scientists are investigating but say it's too early to say where the molecules have come from. Although
they're often linked to life, they can also be created in other ways, so they're not evidence for life themselves.
But scientists say it's all very promising for future missions!

Listen carefully to the exercises related to the passage.
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Special Football Match
Number 1: Tick the column T if it’s true, the column F if it’s false or the column NIG if no information is given.
a. Usian Bolt is from Jamaica. (T)
b. The charity football match was played in London. (F)
c. Usain Bolt played the whole game. (NIG)
d. Bolt was on the winning side. (F)

Number 2: Underline the correct answer from the brackets.
a. Usain Bolt retired from running (this year, last year, a month ago).
b. Bolt’s team was called (The Best Bolt, Charity Match, World XI).
c. Usain Bolt ran the 100m record in (less than 10 seconds, more than 10 seconds, 10 seconds).
d. The game ended in a (win for the England team, win for World XI team, draw).

Life on Mars?
Number 3: Tick the column T if it’s true, the column F if it’s false or the column NIG if no information is given.
a. There could have been life on Mars. (T)
b. The Curiosity Rover was sent to Mars three years ago. (NIG)
c. The Rover found three different types of organic compounds. (T)
d. Methane was found on Mars for the first time. (F)

Number 4: Match Column A with Column B to make correct sentences. The first one is done for you as an
example.
a. The Curiosity Rover This matches with “was sent by NASA” so I put ‘a’ next to it in Column B. The whole

sentence now reads “The Curiosity Rover was sent by NASA.” Now I’ll read the rest of Column A and then
Column B. You write the letters in Column B.

b. The compounds were found c. 95% of methane on Earth d. Scientists are investigating e. Molecules can be created -
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Column B
comes from living things. - where the molecules are coming from. - was sent by NASA. - in many different
ways. - 5 cm below the surface.

You will now listen to the story again. Listen carefully.
This is a news report from the CBBC website.

Special Football Match
You've probably heard of Usain Bolt - he's the fastest man on the planet! But he also wants to be the quickest
on the football pitch too. Although the Jamaican sprinter retired from running last year he now wants to play
football. He's finally had a chance to show what he can do at the charity game Soccer Aid at Old Trafford, in
Manchester. Bolt won man of the match and even scored a penalty. And the number on the back of his shirt?
9.58 of course (that's the World Record time he set for the 100 metres sprint - 9.58 seconds!). The game was
between England and Bolt's team called the 'World XI' made up of players from all over the world. It ended 33 so it went down to penalties, which England won. Other celebrities played too, including Olly Murs, Robbie
Williams and Mo Farah.

Life on Mars?
Nasa says it's found new evidence which suggests Mars could have supported ancient life. The Curiosity Rover
- which is a robot that Nasa has sent to explore Mars - has discovered three different types of organic
compounds. The compounds were found after Curiosity dug just five centimetres down into 3-billion-year-old
rock on an ancient lake bed. It's also found a source of a gas called methane. This isn't the first time the gas
has been found on Mars but it's definitely interesting because here on Earth, 95% of it comes from living
things. Scientists are investigating but say it's too early to say where the molecules have come from. Although
they're often linked to life, they can also be created in other ways, so they're not evidence for life themselves.
But scientists say it's all very promising for future missions!
Now, Listen again to the exercises related to the passage. You may finish any questions as you listen.

Special Football Match
Number 1: Tick the column T if it’s true, the column F if it’s false or the column NIG if no information is given.
a. Usian Bolt is from Jamaica. (T)
b. The charity football match was played in London. (F)
c. Usain Bolt played the whole game. (NIG)
d. Bolt was on the winning side. (F)
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Number 2: Underline the correct answer from the brackets.
a. Usain Bolt retired from running (this year, last year, a month ago).
b. Bolt’s team was called (The Best Bolt, Charity Match, World XI).
c. Usain Bolt ran the 100m record in (less than 10 seconds, more than 10 seconds, 10 seconds).
d. The game ended in a (win for the England team, win for World XI team, draw).

Life on Mars?
Number 3: Tick the column T if it’s true, the column F if it’s false or the column NIG if no information is given.
a. There could have been life on Mars. (T)
b. The Curiosity Rover was sent to Mars three years ago. (NIG)
c. The Rover found three different types of organic compounds. (T)
d. Methane was found on Mars for the first time. (F)

Number 4: Match Column A with Column B to make correct sentences. The first one is done for you as an
example.
a. The Curiosity Rover This matches with “was sent by NASA” so I put ‘a’ next to it in Column B. The whole

sentence now reads “The Curiosity Rover was sent by NASA.” Now I’ll read the rest of Column A and then
Column B. You write the letters in Column B.

b. The compounds were found c. 95% of methane on Earth d. Scientists are investigating e. Molecules can be created -

Column B
comes from living things. - where the molecules are coming from. - was sent by NASA. - in many different
ways. - 5 cm below the surface.

You now have some time to check your answers. (30 seconds)
This is the end of Task One.

(Allow a 30 second pause between Task 1 and Task 2.)
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PROCEDURE FOR TASK 2
Look at the exercises for Task 2.

(Allow 50 seconds while the students familiarise themelves with the pages.)
Now listen to this story. If you wish you may start answering the questions as you listen.
The Hidden Treasure
Once, there was an old man who had four sons. All four of them were very lazy.
One day, the old man fell sick and was counting his last days in bed. He worried a lot about his sons’ future as
the young men hesitated a lot to work. The sons believed that luck would favour them.
The old man’s health deteriorated every day and he decided to talk to his sons about their future. However,
his sons did not listen to him.
Finally, the old man decided to play a trick to let his sons realize the importance of work. He called all his sons
and let them sit near him on his bed. He said that he had a treasure box with gold coins and expensive gems
for them and wanted to share the treasure equally among the four of them.
The young men were very happy and asked where his father had placed the treasure. The old man replied, “I
cannot exactly remember the place where I have hidden the treasure. However, the treasure box is buried in
our land. I’m really not sure about the place where I have hidden the treasure box.”
Even though the lazy young sons were happy, they were sad that the old man had forgotten the place where
the treasure was hidden. After a few days, the old man died. The sons decided to dig the land to find the
treasure box.
They worked very hard and dug their land. They could not find any treasure box in the land. Finally, they
decided to dig a spot in their land that was a bit different from the rest of the area. The sons believed that the
treasure was buried in that spot. They dug the specific spot deeply but got nothing but water.
A passer-by who noticed the land and the water flowing from the spot talked to the sons about farming. Upon
his advice, the four sons sowed vegetable seeds, and planted greens and flowering plants in their land. Since
the land was very fertile with abundant water, within a few weeks, it became a fertile garden with nutritious
vegetables and greens. The four sons sold the vegetables at a good price and earned a good amount of money.
Then they realized that it was hard work that was referred to as ‘Treasure Box’ by their father. Gradually, the
four sons overcame their laziness, worked hard, earned more money and lived happily.
Now, listen carefully to the exercises related to passage:

Number 1: Underline the best answer from the brackets.
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a. The old man had (three, four, five) sons.
b. The old man spent his last days (at home, on a chair, in bed).
c. The sons believed in (luck, hard work, money).
d. The sons (did not listen, listened, obeyed) to their dad.
e. The father played (a game, a trick, a musical instrument).
f. The sons were (sad, happy, excited) that their father had forgotten where he hid the treasure.
g. Out of the last spot they dug flowed (oil, gas, water).
h. The land was very (stale, fertile, hard).

Number 2: Fill in with ONE word from the passage:
a. All the four sons were very ________________.
b. The old man told his sons that the treasure box had gold ________________ in it.
c. The sons sold the vegetables at a good ________________.
d. At the end, the sons earned a lot of ________________.

Number 3: Choose the correct answer:
a. What does “Counting his last days” mean?
Checking how much money he had
He was near death
Marking days on the calendar
b. Why did the sons decide to dig the land?
To find water
To find the treasure box
To grow plants
c. What was the “treasure box” that their dad spoke about?
Hard work
The coins and gems
The fertile land
d. What did the sons grow on the land?
Fruits
Trees
Vegetables
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Now listen to the story again:
The Hidden Treasure
Once, there was an old man who had four sons. All four of them were very lazy.
One day, the old man fell sick and was counting his last days in bed. He worried a lot about his sons’ future as
the young men hesitated a lot to work. The sons believed that luck would favour them.
The old man’s health deteriorated every day and he decided to talk to his sons about their future. However,
his sons did not listen to him.
Finally, the old man decided to play a trick to let his sons realize the importance of work. He called all his sons
and let them sit near him on his bed. He said that he had a treasure box with gold coins and expensive gems
for them and wanted to share the treasure equally among the four of them.
The young men were very happy and asked where his father had placed the treasure. The old man replied, “I
cannot exactly remember the place where I have hidden the treasure. However, the treasure box is buried in
our land. I’m really not sure about the place where I have hidden the treasure box.”
Even though the lazy young sons were happy, they were sad that the old man had forgotten the place where
the treasure was hidden. After a few days, the old man died. The sons decided to dig the land to find the
treasure box.
They worked very hard and dug their land. They could not find any treasure box in the land. Finally, they
decided to dig a spot in their land that was a bit different from the rest of the area. The sons believed that the
treasure was buried in that spot. They dug the specific spot deeply but got nothing but water.
A passer-by who noticed the land and the water flowing from the spot talked to the sons about farming. Upon
his advice, the four sons sowed vegetable seeds, and planted greens and flowering plants in their land. Since
the land was very fertile with abundant water, within a few weeks, it became a fertile garden with nutritious
vegetables and greens. The four sons sold the vegetables at a good price and earned a good amount of money.
Then they realized that it was hard work that was referred to as ‘Treasure Box’ by their father. Gradually, the
four sons overcame their laziness, worked hard, earned more money and lived happily.

Now, listen again to the exercises related to story. You may finish any exercises as you listen.

Number 1: Underline the best answer from the brackets.
a. The old man had (three, four, five) sons.
b. The old man spent his last days (at home, on a chair, in bed).
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c. The sons believed in (luck, hard work, money).
d. The sons (did not listen, listened, obeyed) to their dad.
e. The father played (a game, a trick, a musical instrument).
f. The sons were (sad, happy, excited) that their father had forgotten where he hid the treasure.
g. Out of the last spot they dug flowed (oil, gas, water).
h. The land was very (stale, fertile, hard).

Number 2: Fill in with ONE word from the passage:
a. All the four sons were very ________________.
b. The old man told his sons that the treasure box had gold ________________ in it.
c. The sons sold the vegetables at a good ________________.
d. At the end, the sons earned a lot of ________________.

Number 3: Choose the correct answer:
a. What does “Counting his last days” mean?
Checking how much money he had
He was near death
Marking days on the calendar
b. Why did the sons decide to dig the land?
To find water
To find the treasure box
To grow plants
c. What was the “treasure box” that their dad spoke about?
Hard work
The coins and gems
The fertile land
d. What did the sons grow on the land?
Fruits
Trees
Vegetables
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THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL MARSA
Final Exams 2017-2018
GRADE 5 ENGLISH
LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Friday, 22nd June, 2018
Time: 30 minutes

Name: ___________________________________

Class: _____________________
Register Number: _____________

Marks

TOTAL

(max. 20 marks)

THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL MARSA

Final Exams 2017-2018

GRADE 5 ENGLISH LISTENING COMPREHENSION
TASK 1: News Report

(8 marks)

Special Football Match
1.

Tick the column T if it’s true, the column F if it’s false or the column NIG if no
information is given.

(½ mark each)

T

F

NIG

a Usain Bolt is from Jamaica.
b The charity football match was played in London.
c Usain Bolt played the whole game.
d Bolt was on the winning side.
2.

Underline the correct word from the brackets.

a.

Usain Bolt retired from running (this year, last year, a month ago).

b.

Bolt’s team was called (The Best Bolt, Charity Match, World XI).

c.

Usain Bolt ran the 100m record in (less than 10 seconds, more than 10 seconds,

d.

The game ended in a (win for the England team, win for World XI team, draw).

(½ mark each)

10 seconds).

Life on Mars?
3.

Tick the column T if it’s true, the column F if it’s false or the column NIG if no
information is given.

(½ mark each)

T

F

NIG

a There could have been life on Mars.
b The Curiosity Rover was sent to Mars three years ago.
c The Rover found three different types of organic compounds.
d Methane was found on Mars for the first time.
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4.

Match column A with Column B to make correct sentences. The first one is done
for you as an example.

(½ mark each)

COLUMN A

COLUMN B

a

The Curiosity Rover

comes from living things.

b

The compounds were found

where the molecules are coming from.

c

95% of methane on Earth

d

Scientists are investigating

in many different ways.

e

Molecules can be created

5cm below the surface.

a

was sent by NASA.

TASK 2: The hidden treasure

(12 marks)

1.

Underline the best answer from the brackets.

a.

The old man had (three, four, five) sons.

b.

The old man spent his last days (at home, on a chair, in bed).

c.

The sons believed in (luck, hard work, money).

d.

The sons (did not listen, listened, obeyed) to their dad.

e.

The father played (a game, a trick, a musical instrument).

f.

The sons were (sad, happy, excited) that their father had forgotten where he hid

(½ mark each)

the treasure.
g.

Out of the last spot they dug flowed (oil, gas, water).

h.

The land was very (stale, fertile, hard).

2.

Fill in with ONE word from the passage.

a.

All the four sons were very _______________.

b.

The old man told his sons that the treasure box had gold _______________ in it.

c.

The sons sold the vegetables at a good _______________ .

d.

At the end, the sons earned a lot of _______________ .

(1 mark each)

PLEASE, TURN OVER THE PAGE
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3.

a.

Choose the correct answer.

(1 mark each)

What does “counting his last days” mean?
checking how much money he had
he was near death
marking days on the calendar

b.

Why did the sons decide to dig the land?
to find water
to find the treasure box
to grow plants

c.

What was the “treasure box” that their dad spoke about?

hard work
the coins and the gems
the fertile land

d.

What did the sons grow on the land?
fruits
trees
vegetables

END OF THE LISTENING COMPREHENSION
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THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL MARSA
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GRADE 5 ENGLISH
READING COMPREHENSION
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Name: ___________________________________
Class: _____________________
Register Number: _____________

Marks

TOTAL

(max. 30 marks)

THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL MARSA

Final Exam 2017-2018

GRADE 5 ENGLISH READING COMPREHENSION 1
A HARP THROWN AWAY

(6 marks)

There was once a King who loved music so much that he searched
the world for the best instrument there was. One day, a wizard offered
the King a harp. (paragraph 1)
The king took it to the palace, but when he started playing it, the
harp was out of tune. Many other musicians tried it, and they agreed

that the harp was useless and the King had been deceived. The harp
was thrown out as rubbish. (paragraph 2)
A poor little girl, later, found the harp, and even though she
didn't know how to play, decided to have a go. She played and played, the whole day
through, for months and years, always with the harp out of tune, but playing better
and better. (paragraph 3)
Then one day, suddenly, the harp started to play the most beautiful melodies. It
was a magic harp, and could only be played well by someone willing to put in the

necessary interest and effort. (paragraph 4)
The king heard the music from his window, and summoned the girl to the palace.
When the king saw the harp playing he was filled with joy. At that moment he made
the girl his own private musician, giving her and her family many riches. (paragraph 5)
1. Mark True, False or No Information Given

(1 mark each)

T

F

NIG

a The king loved music.
b The wizard offered the harp to the king on a Sunday.
c

The king played the harp first.

d One musician tried the harp after the king.
e

The girl gave up playing the harp.

f

The girl and her family were rewarded.
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GRADE 5 ENGLISH READING COMPREHENSION 2
SECTION 1

(10 marks)

KINGS AND QUEENS OF ENGLAND
The kings and queens of England help us to understand more the
country’s history. In the seventh century, England was made up
of many kingdoms (like Mercia, Essex or East Anglia), all fighting
for power. Then, between the years 865 and 878, the Vikings from Denmark invaded

all of the kingdoms, apart from the kingdom of Wessex.

Look at this timeline:
Years 865-878
Year 901
Year 927
Year 1066

The Danes invade the kingdoms of England, apart from Wessex.
The king of Wessex, Edward the Elder, started to fight back to
take back the lost kingdoms.
King Athelstan of Wessex became the first King of all England. He
ruled and decided about everything in the country.

William of Normandy (France) becomes king of England.

How William became King of England
William became Duke of Normandy in

France in 1035 after his father’s death. At
the time, Edward the Confessor, William’s
cousin, was King of England. William said

that Edward had promised him the kingdom
of England when he dies. However, when
Edward died in 1066, Harold, Edward’s

brother-in-law, became king. William was
angry and invaded England with an army.
He fought Harold at the Battle of Hastings.

Harold was killed and William became king.
King William died in 1087 after falling off
his horse in Nantes, France.
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1. Write on the line:

(½ mark each)

a.

The country the Vikings were from.

______________

b.

One of the kingdoms of England that was won by the Danes.

______________

c.

The only kingdom of England that was not won by the Vikings. ______________

d.

The year when Wessex started to fight back.

______________

e.

The first king of all England.

______________

f.

The country Normandy and Nantes are in.

______________

2. Underline the best answer.

(½ mark each)

a.

In the seventh century there were (many, few, two) kingdoms in England.

b.

The Danes invaded (all, almost all, part) of England.

c.

King (Athelstan, Edward the Elder, William) was never King of all England.

d.

Before William became king he was a (Prince, Duke, Count).

e.

King William became king of England in (901, 927, 1066).

f.

(Edward, Athelstan, Harold) was king of England exactly before William.

3. Tick: True (T), False (F) or No Information Given (NIG)

(½ mark each)

T

F

NIG

a The Danes started to invade England in 878.
b The Kingdoms of England were at peace most of the time.

c

In 1035, Duke William and King Edward were cousins.

d Harold was Edward the Confessor’s brother-in-law.
e

King Edward the Confessor died of illness.

f

The battle of Hastings lasted two months.

g Harold was defeated in the Battle of Wessex.
h King William died in France.
English Final Exam (Reading Comprehension) 2018 - Grade 5 - Theresa Nuzzo School
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SECTION 2

(14 marks)

FAMOUS ENGLAND KINGS AND QUEENS
There have been six main English dynasties. A dynasty is a series of rulers from the
same family normally going from father to son or daughter. The dynasties in England
were: Norman, Plantagenet, Tudor, Stuart and Hanover. The present
dynasty is called Windsor.
RICHARD I (the First)  dynasty: Plantagenet  reigned: 1189-1199
Richard I was also known as Richard the Lionheart for his display of
bravery in battle. He spent most of his time in France fighting King

Philip of France. He was killed at Châlus castle, France.
HENRY VIII (the Eighth)  dynasty: Tudor  reigned: 1509-1547
Henry was 17 years old when he became king of England. He was
the second king in the Tudor dynasty. Henry is well-known for
having had six wives. As a young man Henry was tall and

handsome but as he got older he became overweight and

diseased. Under his rule, there was a lot of change. He also

broke ties with the pope and formed the Church of England.
VICTORIA  dynasty: Hanover  reigned: 1837-1901
For almost 64 years, Queen Victoria was Queen of Great Britian

and Empress of the British Empire. She became queen at the age
of 18 and took her duties very seriously. In 1840, Victoria

married Prince Albert and had nine children. Victoria loved Albert
very much and was heartbroken when he died of typhoid in 1861.
She wore black for the rest of her life.

THE PRESENT QUEEN
The present queen is Queen Elizabeth II (the Second). Her

reign is the longest in British history as she became queen on 6
February 1952, the day her father, King George VI (the Sixth)
died. Unlike olden days, the Queen today doesn’t rule the

country directly, since that is done by Parliament. In 1947, she
married Prince Philip and together they have four children:
Charles, Anne, Andrew and Edward.
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The queen is well known around the world. She represents the UK on official visits
to other countries. Elizabeth has made more than 260 trips to 116 countries. She
meets with many national leaders, and greets the public in the countries that she
visits. In Britain, Elizabeth participates in lots of official ceremonies. She also travels
around the country, visiting schools, hospitals, community centres, charities,

businesses and other places. Local bands and choirs often greet Elizabeth on her visits,
and children present her with flowers.

Queen Elizabeth and her husband Prince Philip lived in Malta for two years

between 1949 and 1951 (before she became queen). She last visited Malta in 2015.
Most information adapted from dkfindout.com/uk/history/kings-and-queens.

The information of the last paragraph is taken from timesofmalta.com and telegraph.co.uk.

4. Answer these questions:
a.

(1 mark each)

What is a dynasty?
_____________________________________________________________

b.

Why was king Richard called the Lionheart?
_____________________________________________________________

c.

Why did Queen Victoria wear black for all of her life after 1861?
_____________________________________________________________

5. Tick who (the first one is done for you):
Who …?
a was called the Lionheart?

(½ mark each)

Richard

Henry

Victoria Elizabeth

✓

b became ruler in 1952?
c

was also an Empress?

d was part of the Tudor dynasty?
e

had six wives?

f

was killed in France?

g was/is the longest serving king/queen?
h was Albert’s wife?
i

ruled more than 700 years ago?
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6. Give short answers

(½ mark each)

a.

Who was king of France at the time of King Richard?

__________________

b.

What year did Henry VIII become king?

__________________

c.

How many English dynasties were there till today?

__________________

d.

What dynasty does Queen Elizabeth II belong to?

__________________

7. Mark True, False or No Information Given

(½ mark each)

T

F

NIG

a Queen Elizabeth had more children than Queen Victoria.
b King Henry became king at a younger age than Queen Victoria.
c

Queen Elizabeth visited Malta twice.

d The present queen visited more than 100 countries.

NOW, ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS ABOUT BOTH SECTIONS

8. Answer these questions
a.

(1 mark each)

Which two kings, mentioned in the texts, were killed?
_____________________________________________________________

b.

How do you know that Queen Victoria was a good ruler?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

c.

How are King Athelstan and Queen Elizabeth different as rulers?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL MARSA
Final Exams 2017-2018
GRADE 5 ENGLISH WRITING
Friday, 22nd June, 2018
Time: 1 hour

Name: ___________________________________
Class: _____________________
Register Number: _____________

Marks:
Short Writing task

(max. 10 marks)

Long Writing task

(max. 20 marks)

TOTAL

(max. 30 marks)

THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL MARSA

Final Exam 2017 - 2018

GRADE 5 ENGLISH SHORT WRITING TASK
NOTICE

(10 marks)

You are Kim and you are a member of the school council. The school is collecting used
and unwanted books to resell them at a bazaar at the end of the year. The money will
go to buy new stuff for next year.

Write a short notice to be placed on the notice board of the school entrance about the

activity.
Your task is to write a short notice.
Write about 50-60 words.

You can plan in the box below. (This plan is NOT marked.)
Remember to say why are you collecting books.
Remember also to include the details of the bazaar (when, where, ...).
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Final Exam 2017 - 2018

GRADE 5 ENGLISH LONG WRITING TASK
RECOUNT

(20 marks)

Choose 1 or 2

1.

The local council organised a barbecue for the whole town to start the summer
holidays. You attended with your family.

OR

2.

The school organised a special party for all the year 6s who were to finish school.
Your sister is in Year 6 and you and your parents went with her.

Write an article about one of the activities mentioned above.

Your task is to write a recount.

Write between 140 and 200 words.
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Title Number: _________

Plan here. (You can get 2 marks for this planning. Plan carefully.)
Don’t forget to include details about the whole activity. These questions might
help you:
Who was there?
When was it held?
Where was it held?
What was the atmosphere?
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